School of Humanities and Social Sciences

Where the humanities and social sciences intersect with defence
World-class research and personalised teaching
Innovative research opportunities

School of Humanities and Social Sciences

1. History
2. English and Media Studies
3. International and Political Studies
4. Indonesian Studies

undergraduate teaching grounded in four disciplines

research themes

x7
Research themes

Culture, literature and media in war
Social change and cultural conflict
Asia-Pacific politics and security
International ethics, norms and law

Global security
Military history
Australian literature
Defence-related research foci within the themes
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1. History
2. English and Media Studies
3. International and Political Studies
4. Indonesian Studies

undergraduate teaching grounded in four disciplines
research themes

current defence-related research foci
1. The ethics of new military technologies

current defence-related research foci

x8
2. Climate security

current defence-related research foci x8
3. Responsibility to protect (R2P)
4. Cyber security
5. Maritime security in the Asia-Pacific

current defence-related research foci x8
6. China’s military modernisation
7. Data analysis of military operations
8. Australian Defence Force history
Opportunities for defence and civilian students
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